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Risk-controlled dredging

“ The application gives us greater insight in the state
of maintenance of the main waterways”
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Noorderzijlvest
water authority uses
application to identify
dredging risks
The Noorderzijlvest water authority
is responsible for the management
of around 2,550 kilometres of
waterways, including around 350
kilometres of canals and waterways
in the north of the Netherlands. This
is a pretty considerable task, because
these waterways have to stay deep
and wide enough, but they also need
to be cleaned up.

Dredging!canals!and!
waterways!
The management tasks include
dredging the main waterways,
around 15 kilometres of which are
dredged each year. For this task, the
water authority uses SingleBeam
data, which measures the distance
between the dredging sludge
and water surface, all relative to

Amsterdam Ordnance Data (NAP).
“We use the data to draw up a multiyear dredging plan, which specifies
where and when dredging should
take place. In the past, this data
was processed manually, but that
created too much uncertainty about
the accretion of dredging sludge at
waterway level, which sometimes
led to debates about where dredging
should or should not take place,”
says Jan Willem de Boer, planner
of water systems water safety at
Noorderzijlvest.

Application!development!
Although the water authority
has a lot of data and know-how,
it sometimes lacks the capacity
Continued page 18 >
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to convert this data into useful
information that can be used to
deliver the dredging planning. In
early 2019, in order to gain more
insight into the state of maintenance
of this main waterway, the water
authority contacted Ordina, which
has a lot of experience with datadriven methods and GEO-IT.
Together with the water authority,
Ordina built an application that
identifies the dredging risks and
visualises the bottlenecks in the area.

Scrum!team
The scrum team combined
professionals from Ordina and water
authority staff. This resulted in a
productive cooperation, in which
Ordina provided the technical
expertise and the water authority the
domain expertise. The calculations
are made in the FME platform, an
environment that supports varying
data formats and allows users to
carry out tasks such as conversions.
Geoweb is used to visualise the
bottlenecks.

is the accretion of sludge, says
De Boere. “The water authority
has datasets with SingleBeam
measurements (every five years) of
all canals and waterways. We also
have recent cross sections of the
waterways. We use this data as input
to calculate sludge volumes, sludge
accretion and draught.”

Risk-based!dredging!
The application Ordina delivered
enables the Noorderzijlvest water
authority to dredge based on risks
and by doing so serve citizens
and companies in the area more
effectively when it comes to water
inflow and outflow, and navigability.
The application predicts where and
when risks will arise and visualises
this per year. Those who work at the
water authority see the usefulness
of the application, because it can be
used by, among others, the planner
of dredging works, project managers,
ecologists, water level managers and
hydrologists. <

Accretion!of!sludge!
A key yardstick when it comes to
determining the inflow and outflow
of water, draught and water quality

Jan Willem de Boer >
Planner water systems water safety
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Book buoys and dolphins online

“ With the new system, you can book
a mooring in a ma!er of minutes”
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Ordina builds new online booking
system for Port of Ro!erdam
Ships that come into port want
to waste as little time as possible,
because every day a ship spends
idle costs money. Following the
realisation of KING 3.0, agents
can use the new booking system
for buoys and dolphins to book a
guaranteed berth for ships of up to
400 metres.

#$!berths!
Divided across multiple locations
from Maasvlakte to Dordrecht, the
Port of Rotterdam has 29 berths with
buoys and dolphins on the water.
They provide a strong and secure
berth for ship to ship transfers
of cargo, bunkering, repairs and
cleaning; all work that can be carried

out on the water while a vessel is
secured to the buoys and dolphins.
And it is a simple matter for agents
to arrange a berth for such a ship on
behalf of the shipping company or
owner of the cargo.

Telephone!calls!
A team from Ordina Clockwork, in
cooperation with Rotterdam Port
Authority, delivered the booking
system that went live in September
2019. Amanda de Bruine, product
owner and business manager STS
Continued page 21 >
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Operations Industry & Bulk Cargo,
says the system worked perfectly
from day one. “The big advantage
of the new booking system is that
agents no longer have to phone
the Port Authority to book a berth.
Previously, all you could do was make
a reservation and that put you on a
waiting list, but you never knew for
certain whether you would actually
get a spot. This resulted in at least
100 phone calls every day. With
the new system, the agent knows
immediately where they stand and
booking gets you a guaranteed spot.
All the agent has to do is enter the
arrival date, duration of the stay and
name and length of the ship into the
system and they get an immediate
overview of all available buoys and
dolphins.”

More!efficient!planning!
Amanda de Bruine says KING 3.0 has
another advantage. “The planning
is a lot more efficient. In the old
situation, an agent couldn’t book for
themselves, which could result in
queues of waiting ships. We also had
to monitor the planning constantly,
to check whether ships were leaving
on time. A few smart changes to the
user rules and the introduction of the

new system makes that a thing of the
past. We have even seen a reduction
in the amount of time ships spend in
port and an increase in cooperation
between the agents themselves.
This means the Port Authority can
increase the port’s capacity, and the
new booking system makes the port
smarter.”

Responsibility!
The Ordina Clockwork developers
worked closely together with the
Port Authority on the development
of the system. Amanda de Bruine:
“Clockwork played an important
role from the design concept and the
development to the delivery of the
physical product. And what was great
about the team was that they also
accepted full responsibility for the
product and they were determined to
get everything right. That resulted in
great ideas and a lot of creativity.” <

Amanda de Bruine >
Product owner and business manager
STS Operations Industry & Bulk Cargo
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Schiphol takes temporary
security filter into use
Ordina project manager Leandra Boudewijn
gets the job done to realise eight security lanes

“ Building at Schiphol is like building on a postage stamp.
You have to take all kinds of stakeholders into account.”
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Tight deadline for delivery of security filter
Security filter fi!ed with the latest IT technology
The number of passengers using
Amsterdam’s Schiphol Airport just
keeps on growing. Departures 1
and Lounge 1 are currently being
renovated and expanded to increase
capacity.
This is an ambitious project,
says Dennis Stout, who works at
Schiphol and is the client for the
redevelopment of Departures 1 and
Lounge 1. "This is a major renovation.
Departures 1 (where you check

in and go through security) and
Lounge 1 with its attached shopping
area. We're renovating areas in
phases, including the addition of
a new mezzanine floor, a lounge
and a panoramic terrace, plus new
escalators and lifts."

Construction!Temporary!
Security!Filter
Schiphol has built a Temporary
Security Filter to make sure the

renovation of Departures 1 and
Lounge 1 runs smoothly. "When we
started this, it was just a parking
lot. In a year's time, we have built a
completely new building, covering
an area of some 1,500 square metres,
with the security filter providing
space for eight security lanes with
the latest IT technology. The security
filter was taken into use in October
last year and makes sure the airport
maintains its security capacity

during the renovation", says Dennis
Stout.

Eight!security!lanes
As IT project manager, Ordina's
Leandra Boudewijn, was responsible
for furnishing the interior of the
Temporary Security Filter. "That goes
beyond the eight security lanes and
includes the X-ray machines, bottle
Continued page 24 >
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analysers and security scanners,
but also covers access management
with card readers, screens, cameras,
boarding pass control gates, plus wifi
and walkie-talkie communications".
Quite a challenge, especially since all
this had to be done in seven weeks
with a tight deadline set for 1 October
2019. Together with a team of 10
professionals and several suppliers,
Leandra got the job done. "Yes, that
was a bit of a rush. Thankfully, I had
a great team at my disposal, with a
whole group of specialists who knew
exactly what was expected of them.
Everyone was fully committed to the
project, and we all had our sights set
on the same goal: on 1 October, the
Temporary Security Filter had to be
opened, no matter what it cost, so
that was a matter of just going for it.
And delivering later was simply not
an option because of the mid-term
holiday."
It did get a little tense from time
to time, says Leandra. "We had six
weeks to install the security lanes.
That installation went fine, but then
you have to test them and we just
couldn't get them working properly.
Fortunately, the installation of the
boarding pass control gates went

smoothly, which gave us extra time
to get the security lanes up and
running. So in the end there was
some stress, but it all worked out."

Can-do!mentality
Looking back, Dennis Stout is
pleased with how the realisation of
the Temporary Security Filter went.
"This was quite a special project.
Building at Schiphol Airport is like
building on a postage stamp. You
have to take all kinds of stakeholders
into account. The renovation and
set-up of the security filter also had
to be carried out under a lot of time
pressure. That makes it complex.
I sensed a real 'can-do' mentality
among all those involved. Everyone
was well aware of the greater interest
and didn’t limit themselves to their
own sub-projects. As a professional,
you sometimes have to take into
account interests that are not directly
to your own advantage, and the
interests of Schiphol and passengers
come first. They delivered a good job,
and that is also clear from shows in
the customer satisfaction. Passengers
barely noticed the renovation, but are
also very satisfied with the security
filter". <

< Dennis Stout
Client redesign Departure and Lounge 1
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In-house fraud detection
Ordina helps secure banking systems

“ Something we have not experienced before:
a team being up and running so quickly.”
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Ordina’s ‘Credit Guards’
support Rabobank
High performance team
is three months ahead of planning
Alert&!fast!and!diligent!
MCredit card fraud involves huge
sums of money, which is why
criminals constantly invest in
new ways to circumvent existing
security measures that allow them
to outwit financial institutions in
today’s digital world. This makes
it incredibly important for banks
to protect themselves and their
clients against this type of criminal

activity. Rabobank believes this
should involve alertness, speed and
diligence. The bank had outsourced
the administration of its credit cards
to an external party. In 2019, the
bank’s fraud detection had to be
readied for the bank to bring that
administration back in-house in
2020. Ordina is providing support for
the project.

Multi-disciplinary!team!
Ordina introduced a High
performance team, a five-strong
multi-disciplinary team that soon
became known as the bank’s ‘Credit
Guards’. Delivery manager within
Compliance IT, Cor Henzen, who
commissioned the project, was
immediately impressed with the
Continued page 27 >
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team. “At the end of January 2019, we
asked Ordina to take on this project,
and in early March we had a fully
prepared team on our doorstep. I
have never seen a team get up and
running quite so quickly.” The Ordina
IT professionals added Inform’s
RiskShield package to the credit card
transaction chain. The package’s
algorithms automatically send a
signal to the bank’s fraud analysts
if a transaction deviates from
normal patterns, which enables the
specialists to take immediate action.

Flexible!adaptation!
“This is taking place as we
speak, with minimal delays and
to the letter,” says Cor Henzen.
“Ordinary payment traffic is a
matter of seconds, while credit card
transactions take a little more time,
but the systems are built to take that
into account. And we can adapt it
all flexibly to any changes in fraud
patterns.” The new fraud detection
system is already up and running for
a select group of family and friend
card holders. The administration

of the first 10,000 Rabobank credit
cards switched to the new system at
the end of January 2020, and the rest
will follow in February and March.

Ge'ing!ahead
Cor Henzen acknowledges that this
is a major project and a significant
change for the bank. “But Ordina has
kept its promise and we are certainly
ahead of the game with this new
system.” Rabobank has four large,
India-based preferred suppliers
for the bulk of its IT, but the bank
opted for a player closer to home for
this project, and he was perfectly
satisfied with that cooperation,
says Cor Henzen. “As a result of this
project, we now have six Ordina
High performance teams working on
projects at the bank, so this project
gave us a taste for more.” <

Cor Henzen >
Delivery manager Compliance IT
Rabobank
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A new Volkswagen is just
one mouse-click away
You can do anything digitally, so why not buying a car?

“ This new generation does everything with digital tools.
As a company, we want to communicate effectively
with that generation.”
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Buying a car online
())*!Online
Car dealer D’Ieteren asked Ordina
Belgium to make online sales of its
cars easier and faster. The company
has a digital platform for Volkswagen
cars, but this was due an upgrade,
plus the dealer wanted to add a lot
more functionality. Customers had to
be able to buy their cars fully online.
The importer sells a wide range of car

brands, including Audi, Seat, Skoda,
Bentley, Lamborghini, Bugatti,
Porsche and Volkswagen, via an
extensive network of showrooms.
D’Ieteren’s Philippe Vandersteen says
that the full digitalisation of car sales
is a logical ambition: “There is a new
generation that uses digital tools for
everything. We want to communicate
effectively with that generation.”

Choosing&!buying!and!
financing!
Ordina built a new and attractive
online platform for D’Ieteren and
looked at the entire sales process
from that perspective. We discussed
various scenarios and designs with
D’Ieteren and ran these through user
tests before we got down to coding.
This was when Ordina’s software

developers got to work to link a
whole range of back-end systems
to one customer-friendly portal via
APIs (Application Programming
Interfaces).
Vandersteen. “That very quickly led
to 50% more visitors. They can now
choose their car, sign the order form
and arrange financing, all completely
Continued page 30 >
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online. And our showrooms will all
benefit, as they are all linked up to
the new digital platform. This online
platform puts us ahead of change,
and we are building a digital future.”
Given the huge success of the
platform with Volkswagen cars, it is
now time for Audi, Seat and Skoda.
Vandersteen is also positive about
working with Ordina: “The thorough
testing with customers and the
ability to make tight deadlines; that’s
where we can completely rely on
Ordina!” <
Philippe Vandersteen van D’Ieteren >
Director Brand management
& Marketing
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Ordina expertise helps Nelson
Labs improve efficiency and compliance

“ Compliance is an integral part of everything we do”
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Ordina optimises Nelson Labs
validation processes
From blister packaging for
medications to IVs and inhalers:
every single product that comes
into contact with medications
has to be tested for contamination
with chemical substances. Nelson
Labs Europe in Leuven is the market
leader in the testing for these
substances, known as extractables
and leachables. This testing
takes place in strictly regulated
environments. At the same time,
all the computer systems and
software Nelson Labs uses also have
to be validated and the data they
generate has to be correctly stored.

Ordina’s Natasja Bastiaens is
assisting Nelson Labs on the quality
and compliance fronts. “Nelson Labs
has to comply with a huge number of
regulations, laws and standards. For
instance, ‘21 CFR Part 11’ of the FDA,
determines how they must handle
electronic data. Plus they also have
to meet good manufacturing and
good laboratory practices standards,
which means they need to comply
with rules relating to the safety of
pharmaceutical products and their
packaging, conduct tests, validate
computer systems and instruments
and conduct calibrations in
laboratories,” Bastiaens explains.

“Nelson Labs Europe called us in to
help them optimise their validation
processes.

From!assessment!through!
training!
After a meeting with the internal
QA team and the management,
Natasja decided to launch an
assessment to identify any gaps in
the existing approach. And with
the results in hand, she put forward
a number of improvement proposals,
which she subsequently prioritised
in close consultation with Nelson
Labs Europe.

The Ordina Q&C team has become a
permanent presence in the Nelson
Labs Europe buildings. Natasja
guides, coaches and provides
training. And she has the full support
of company’s senior management,
something she considers essential:
“We get together every month
to discuss the status and all the
upcoming activities, and the senior
management help us get the entire
organisation involved in this process.
Because not just the internal QA
team, but everyone at Nelson Labs
has to know which regulations and
standards apply to which processes
Continued page 33 >
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and computer systems and other
systems, and why. So we provide
awareness raising and training for
the QA team and for everyone else
at Nelsons Labs. This means the
awareness seeps in gradually across
the entire organisation and this
enables us to optimise every single
process.”

Tool!to!consolidate!the!test!
results!
Following a positive experience
with Natasja and her colleagues,
Nelson Labs also called on Ordina
for the development of a practical
tool. “Nelson Labs’ scientists collect
massive amounts of data during

their tests and analyses, which they
process into analysis reports for
their clients. Putting these reports
together took up vast amounts of
time, because the information is
spread across various sources – from
Excel files and paper documents
to other computer systems. The
results of various analyses were often
entered by hand and this involved a
lot of double work. They were losing
a lot of time on input, corrections
and revisions,” says Ordina Q&C
expert Rik Van den Berghen. Ordina
built a user-friendly application
in Microsoft.NET core technology
to store the results of the analyses
quickly and put them into reports. <

